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GENERATIONAL PERSPECTIVES FOR HEALING   
by Jean Glaraton 

 

Be on your guard; stand firm in the faith; be courageous; be strong. 1 Corinthians 16:13 

 

It was in the early days of the pandemic when my friend Connie first shared her graduation story 

with me. As I listened, I found myself doing what I have done frequently throughout my mothering 

journey: seeking wisdom from someone wiser and more experienced than me. Her story brought me 

relief and hope, replacing my fear and despair. I realized I was hearing words that were valuable and 

helpful for both graduates and their elders. I found guidance on how to support my own daughter Kayla 

through the abrupt end of her college life (while admittedly working through my own grief).  

My challenge—to provide perspective without diminishing the experience—was revealed in 

Connie’s choice to share her story. As I listened, I did not hear pain. I heard healing. I heard perspective; 

the kind gained through hindsight. I heard a story that has become but one thread—a bold thread—in 

the fabric of her life. 

Words written in a graduation note from Kayla’s grandmother were read through a more 

enlightened lens because we had heard Connie’s story. 

 

“Sorry your plans didn’t go as planned. Mine didn’t either. The senior girls marched into 

the church plus the 2 boys that hadn’t been drafted. Of course all the names were read but 

not quite the same. Sometimes we get caught up in some things not of our choosing!” 

 

Three generations of graduations, a similar bold thread woven into the fabric of three women’s 

lives. As restrictions ease and we seek to regain some semblance of new life, it would be wonderful to 

say, “It’s over, get back to living, be on your way.” For our young adults, though, that way is altered. It 

is necessary to acknowledge this reality. What has not changed is the fact that their voices are needed 

now as much as ever. Their graduation stories will be put into perspective as they grow, and it is 

important for those of us in the “elder” role to remain present and hopeful, and to model faith and 

determination. 

 

“Technologically virtual but empathetically real.” These words, spoken by one professor during the online 

graduation ceremony we watched in our living room, struck me. Read them again. Ponder them.  

How can you be “empathetically real” and present during this time of pandemic and global change? 

 

 

 

 

How has your story changed because of the pandemic? Can you find value in telling it to another? 

 

 

 

 

It’s your reaction to adversity, not adversity itself, that determines  

how your life’s story will develop. -Dieter F. Uchtdorf 
 

Loving God, we seek Your mercy, as we live these difficult days. We seek Your grace, as we guide 
others to find meaning. We seek Your wisdom, as we search for words of hope. Help us find 
resilience and strength that comes only through You. In Jesus’s name, we pray. Amen. 

 


